
Celebrate with great
ideas from the experts at

Island
PARTY
PLANNER
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Ahoy!

Follow the mellow
rhythm of the tropics
and use this planner to make

throwing your Island Party easy.
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MESSAGE-IN-A-BOTTLE
Have your children help stick each
invitation in an empty soda or water
bottle, add some seashells and a pinch
of sand, then hand-deliver them to
your guests.

Give out shipwreck invitations.
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Set the mood with a palm tree ...

... or two!
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PALM TREE
DECORATION
Warm things up with a tropical
cardboard tree laden with balloon
coconuts.

1 Start with two 10-inch by 5-foot
pieces of corrugated cardboard.

Duct-tape them together to create
a two-ply tree trunk.

2Make a V-shaped base for
the trunk by folding a 6- by

30-inch cardboard strip in half.
Cut two slits (each 3 inches long by
3⁄16- inch wide) 4 inches from each
end. Cut a matching pair of slits 11⁄2
inches in from the sides of the trunk
bottom. Slide the base onto the trunk.

3 Cut 2 large palm fronds out of
green poster board. Cut a 4- by

1⁄16-inch slit in the center of the top
and the bottom of one of the fronds.
Center a similar slit at the bottom
only of the other frond. Center a slit
in the trunk top as well. Attach the
palm fronds to the trunk as shown.

4 For tree bark, wrap long
8-inch-wide strips of brown

craft paper around the trunk on the
diagonal, overlapping the edges
slightly and gluing or taping the
paper in place as you go.

5 Cut a few 11⁄4-inch slits in
the sides of the upper trunk.

Attach balloon coconuts (we used
burgundy-colored ones) by sliding
the balloon necks (just above the
knot) into the slits.
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EDIBLE ISLAND
Treat your party guests to this
fun cake with blue frosting waves,
graham cracker sand, and any
other details you like.

1 Coat the entire cake with a
thin layer of blue frosting.

Swirl extra blue frosting on two
thirds of the cake to create the
ocean with waves and a curvy
shoreline. Add whitecaps by
squirting white frosting through
a pastry bag.

2 To make the sandy beach,
sprinkle graham cracker

crumbs on the remaining third
of the cake (the crumbs will stick
to the thin layer of frosting).

3 Turn the cake into a bustling
beach. Arrange a circle of

candy rocks around a candle
bonfire. Add plastic Hawaiian
dancers, swimmers, palm trees, a
candy flower path, Fruit Stripe
gum surfboards, Life Savers inner
tubes, sour tape beach
blankets, and a paper umbrella.
Don’t forget to stock the ocean
with both edible and decorative
sea creatures. Serves 8 to 10.

WHAT YOU NEED
1 baked 13- by 9- by 2-inch

cake

2K cups blue frosting

N cup white frosting

1 cup graham cracker
crumbs

Candy rocks

Birthday candles

Plastic decorations, such as
Hawaiian dancers, palm
trees, and a dolphin
(check your local party
store)

Candy flower sprinkles

Fruit Stripe gum

Life Savers

Sour tape, cut into 1-inch
lengths

Paper umbrella

Gummy fish

Make a splash with
a South Seas Cake ...
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Serve whimsical island foods ...

BREEZY DRINKS
Blend together tropical fruits,
juices, and ice for smoothies
that your guests will go
bananas over. Serve them in
pretty glasses garnished with
cocktail umbrellas.

LUAU TREAT
Skewer pieces of fruit, cheese,
and meat with toothpicks and
offer them as a pupu platter.
(Pupu is Hawaiian for appetizer!)
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HOT-DOG OCTOPUS
With a few simple cuts and a side
of “seaweed” (aka spinach pasta),
you can transform a plain hot dog
into seafood the kids can’t resist.

1 Cook the pasta (we used
fettuccine) according to the

package directions.

2 Cut slits along the length of each
hot dog, stopping about 1 inch

from the end, to create 8 dangling
arms. Boil the hot dog as directed on
the package.

3When it’s done, set the hot dog
atop a bed of “seaweed” noodles

and add a mustard or ketchup face
before serving.
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ALOHA
VOLLEYBALL
Played with a beachball or
a balloon, this game is a
twist on classic volleyball. Set
up a net (or string a piece of
clothesline between two
stationary objects). Ask each
team to come up with a fun
name like The Invincible
Islanders or The Volley-
canoes. To play, follow standard
volleyball rules but when a
team scores, award them a
letter to spell A-L-O-H-A.
The first team to complete
the word wins!

Turn up the reggae
and play party games ...

PIRATE
TREASURE HUNT
Pick a pirate captain and
hand him or her a map covered

with decades of dust (a pinch of

flour). The clue on it (written by

you ahead of time) will be the

first in a series leading to a

treasure hidden in the house or

yard. For example, a yard clue

might read: “As any pirate ought

to know, this is where tomatoes

grow.” Each guest gets to guess

the answer to a clue and, as a

pack, the guests can run to

wherever the hint leads and find

the next one. At the end of the

hunt, hide a suitable prize, such

as a bag of temporary tattoos,

gummy fish, costume jewelry,

and gold chocolate coins.
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HULA HOOPLA CONTEST
Hand two party guests hula hoops and see who can hula the longest. Then have two other
guests take a spin. Once everyone has had a chance, have the winners of the first round face off
against each other, and so on, until one islander is the victor. He or she wins a hula hoop!
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PAPER LEI FAVORS
Borrow a tradition from the
Hawaiian islands and make
simple flower leis — out of
paper cupcake liners. String
them ahead of time and
distribute them as the guests
arrive, or provide supplies so
folks can create their own as a
make-and-take party activity.

1 Trim the tops of colorful
cupcake liners to resemble

scallop-edged flowers.

2 Cut a bunch of drinking
straws into 1-inch lengths

for spacers.

3Using a large embroidery
needle threaded with

twine, alternately sew through
the centers of flowers and
straw sections.

4When the strand is long
enough, tie together the

string ends, and the lei is ready
to wear.

Give your guests
a creative island
keepsake ...

Have a
wonderful
party!


